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The day would come when the Pacific Northwest's Big Woods would be only a fog-blurred memory.

With the superb work of timber photographer Darius Kinsey, comprising more than 200 views, the

author dramatically recalls lumbering's great days.
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Important note: Superior Publishing in Seattle first issued this book, in 1954 I think, on top-quality

coated paper. Superior went out of business. The rights were bought by at least one, maybe two

other publishers in the East, the quality of paper from Schiffer, in PA, is also excellent, but I have

seen others of this title where the paper was inferior. May help explain one Comment where the

buyer was unhappy with the print quality. Suggest looking at publisher details when buying.

I'm into Logging as a 'period' for both my HO and Garden Scale railroads.This book is really great

for true to life pictures of the logging era and you can use them as examples for model making.A

must buy!

Darius Kinsey's photographs are great, and this book reproduces many fascinating views of logging

life, but unfortunately quality of the reproductions are disappointing.

I really enjoyed this book. The text was interesting,and the photographs by Darius Kinsey were

plentiful and for the most part sharp and reproduced well. There was quite a variety of subject



matter in the photos as well,such as steam donkeys,log trucks, tressels,different types of old logging

equipment, and so on.

This is a great book if you are interested in logging back in the day. My grand-father ran a team of

draft horse and would hire out to hall logs when he wasn't farming. This book really shows how

tough it was to log in the 1890's and early 1900's. If you like or know someone who likes to read and

see great picks of early life in America, I heartily recommend this book.

This is a very good depiction of logging in the Pacific Northwest, complete with amazing pictures

that tell the story better than words alone ever could.

This book was purchased as a gift since it was written by my grandmother's first cousin. Of course!

It is good!!!

As I work in forestry this book was awesome to me
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